
A Lesson in Character Traits
By Jeannie Johnson-Young



Objective:

I can identify character traits 
and tell how they make a 
person act in a certain way.



What is a character trait?
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With a partner, use the stem “I think a 
character trait is…”



Character Traits
⦁ A character trait is what a person is 

like on the inside that influences how 
they act.

⦁ Character traits can be positive.
⦁ Character traits can be negative.
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Examples of Positive and
Negative Character Traits
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Positive

B rave
Determined
Honest
Kind
L oyal
G enerous

Negative

C owardly
Q uits easily
Deceitful
C ruel
Disloyal
G reedy
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Word Definition

G enerous Very giving or unselfish

Sentence

J ohn was generous when he gave his 
toy to a little boy who did not have 
one.

Picture



Your Turn!
You will divide into eight groups. Each group will be assigned 
a word. On a piece of chart paper, write down the word, the 
definition of the word, a sentence using that word, and a 
picture to show that word . You will present your word to the 
class after everyone has completed the work.
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88

kind

bullying

shy

bossy

anxious

forgiving

jealous

friendly
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Word Definition Sentence

Picture



“
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Illustrations in picture books often 
give you hints about what a 

character is thinking or feeling, or 
how that character is acting. They 
also can give you hints about some 
of that person’s character traits. We 
are going to look at some pictures. 



“
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You will talk with your friends 
and use a character trait to 

describe what that character is 
thinking or feeling. Then write 
your answer in the blank space 

on your worksheet. You can 
use the posters if you need 

help finding a word.



Grandpa

When grandpa fixes Polka-
dot’s stuffed animal, what 
character trait is he 
showing?
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Grandpa Polka-dot



Table Talk
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With a partner, use the stem “I think the 
character trait Grandpa is showing is…”
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I think the character trait G randpa is showing is ____________________________________

I think the character trait L iz is showing is ________________________________________

I think the character trait P olka- dot  is showing is __________________________________



Liz

By the look on 
Liz’s face, what 
character trait is 
she showing?
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LizPolka-dot



Table Talk
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With a partner, use the stem “I think the 
character trait Liz is showing is…”
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I think the character trait G randpa is showing is ____________________________________

I think the character trait L iz is showing is ________________________________________

I think the character trait P olka- dot  is showing is __________________________________



Polka-dot

By the look on 
Polka-dot’s 
face, what 
character trait is 
she showing?
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Polka-dot



Table Talk
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With a partner, use the stem “I think the 
character trait Polka -dot is showing 
is…”
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I think the character trait G randpa is showing is ____________________________________

I think the character trait L iz is showing is ________________________________________

I think the character trait P olka- dot  is showing is __________________________________



Read Aloud
I’ll read Polka-dot Fixes 
Kindergarten, and as I read, 
think about the character 
traits of the characters in the 
story.



Never Say Always
Saying things like “You never...” or “You always…” 
can be unfair. No one is ALWAYS  something. No 
one is NEVER something. People can change. How 
did Liz change by the end of the story? How did the 
relationship between Liz and Polka-dot change? 
Why did that happen?
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Your Turn!
You will write a personal narrative about a time when you 
were struggling to get along with someone, and you changed 
how you felt about that person. The narrative should be one 
complete paragraph with 3-6 sentences. Use the writing 
paper in your packet called, “My Polka-dot Experience.”
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Thank You!
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This slide show is the copyrighted material of 
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